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A. Cisco 5760
B. Cisco WiSM2
C. Cisco 5508
D. Cisco 5520
Answer: D
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QUESTION: 2
have a SQL Server database named DB1.
plan to load 10 million rows to DB1 by running bcp.exe.
need to modify DB1 to minimize the amount of space required

to store the transaction logs during the load operation. The
solution must ensure that you can perform a point-in-time
restore.
What data base setting should you modify?
A. Containment type to Partial
B. Compatibility level to 120
C. Recovery model to Bulk logged
D. Recovery model to Simple
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A contained database is a database that is isolated from other
databases and from the instance of SQL Server that hosts the
database.
The contained database feature is currently available only in a
partially contained state. A partially contained database is a
contained database that allows the use of uncontained features.
Incorrect Answers:
A: To change the compatibility level, select a different option
from the list. The choices are SQL Server
2008 (100), SQL Server 2012 (110), or SQL Server 2014 (120).
B: Point-in-time recovery is not supported in the Bulk logged
recovery model.
D: The Simple recovery model does not support Point-in-time
restores
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/backu
p-restore/recovery-models- sql-server
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/datab
ases/contained-databases?view=sql- server-2017

NEW QUESTION: 3
The primary factor in the successful implementation of six
sigma is to have
A. explicit customer requirements
B. the support and leadership of top management
C. a comprehensive training program
D. the necessary resources
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement about layer-2 VLAN is true?
A. VLAN1 is a Cisco default VLAN that can be deleted.
B. VLAN cannot be routed.
C. The extended-range VLANs cannot be configured in global
configuration mode.
D. VLANs 1006 through 4094 are not propagated by VTP version 3.
Answer: B
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